Chairman Paulsen, Ranking Member Heinrich, and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today about the economic benefits we expect to see from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.

The Tax Foundation is the nation’s oldest organization dedicated to promoting economically sound tax policy at the federal, state, and local levels of government. We are a nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization.

For 81 years, the Tax Foundation's research has been guided by the immutable principles of sound tax policy which say that taxes should be neutral to economic decision-making; they should be simple, transparent, and stable; and they should not hinder economic growth.

In December, Congress passed a historic tax reform package, which made the U.S. tax code more competitive. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act is not perfect, but as passed, it is expected to grow the U.S. economy, resulting in a higher level of GDP, higher wages for workers, and more full-time equivalent jobs.

However, economic growth, spurred by tax reform, takes years to occur. In this testimony, I discuss the relationship between taxes and economic growth, the pro-growth impacts of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, and its distributional impact. Additionally, I investigate the timing of these changes and whether there is economic evidence of changes thus far.
Why Taxes Affect Economic Growth

To understand how tax policy affects economic growth, we should begin with an understanding of what drives economic growth. Under a neoclassical economic view, the main drivers of economic output are the willingness of people both to work and to deploy capital, such as machines, equipment, factories, etc.\(^1\) The supply of labor and capital is determined by their respective prices.

Taxes play a role in decisions to work and to deploy capital, because taxes affect the return to labor and capital. For example, the corporate income tax rate and cost recovery provisions are important determinants of the cost of capital, which affects how much people are willing to invest in new capital, and in where they will place that new capital. The individual income tax likewise affects how much people are willing to work by creating a wedge between what an individual is paid and what they receive after taxes.

If individuals supply more work, or if businesses supply investments in new equipment or factories, this creates more economic output. Neoclassical economics helps explains this process.

Evidence shows that of the different types of taxes, the corporate income tax is the most harmful for economic growth.\(^2\) One key reason that capital is so sensitive to taxation is because capital is highly mobile. For example, it is relatively easy for a company to move its operations or choose to locate its next investment in a lower-tax jurisdiction, but it is more difficult for a worker to move his or her family to get a lower tax bill. Capital is, therefore, more responsive to tax changes; lowering the corporate income tax rate reduces the amount of economic harm it causes.

A common misunderstanding is that corporations bear the cost of the corporate income tax. However, a growing body of economic literature indicates that the true burden of the corporate income is split between workers through lower wages and owners of the corporation.\(^3\) As capital moves away in response to high statutory corporate income tax rates, productivity and wages for the relatively immobile workers fall. Empirical studies show that labor bears about half of the burden of the corporate income tax.\(^4\)

To understand why the lower corporate tax rate drives growth in capital stock, wages, jobs, and the overall size of the economy, it is important to understand how the corporate income tax rate affects economic decisions. When firms think about making an investment in a new capital good, like a piece of equipment, they add up all the costs of doing so, including taxes, and weigh those costs against the expected revenue the capital will generate. Projects where the costs exceed the benefits are not undertaken. All else constant, a higher corporate income tax could prevent a project from being undertaken.

---

Therefore, the higher the tax, the higher the cost of capital, the less capital that can be created and employed.\(^5\) So, a higher corporate income tax rate reduces the long-run capital stock and reduces the long-run size of the economy.\(^6\) Conversely, lowering the corporate income tax incentivizes new investment as previously unprofitable projects are now worthwhile, leading to an increase of the capital stock.

This long-run increase in the capital stock is not just beneficial for businesses. Workers benefit from this effect as well. Capital formation, which results from investment, is the major force for raising incomes across the board.\(^7\) More capital for workers boosts productivity, and productivity is a large determinant of wages and other forms of compensation. This happens because, as businesses invest in additional capital, the demand for labor to work with the capital rises, and wages rise too.\(^8\) Figure 1 below describes this process.

---


\(^7\) Stephen J. Entin, "Disentangling CAP Arguments against Tax Cuts for Capital Formation: Part 2."

\(^8\) Ibid.
Economic Impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act represents a dramatic overhaul of the U.S. tax code, and the results of our Taxes and Growth (TAG) Macroeconomic Tax Model indicate that the new law is pro-growth.

Just nine short months ago, the major provisions of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act took effect. The law reduced tax rates for both businesses and individuals, limited major deductions, and created a new set of rules for companies that earn income overseas.

In the short run, the tax changes will result in a small, demand-side response as individuals’ after-tax income increases. Individuals will have lower tax burdens, which results in an increase in spending power, but these results are not the real drivers of long-run economic growth.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was designed to do more; to improve incentives in the economy, encouraging taxpayers to work more, save more, and invest more over the long term. Lowering taxes on capital and labor is expected to boost productivity, wages, and the size of the economy.

It is unrealistic to expect fiscal policy changes, like the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, to produce immediate results. Politics demand results now and spectators are eager to pass an early judgment of the new law, but unfortunately, tax reform and economic growth do not do their work within a news cycle. In fact, the current debate resembles a long car ride with your kids. An hour into the ride they kick the back of your seat and demand to know, “Are we there yet?” But these things take time and patience.

Since the enactment of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, economists across the spectrum have looked through the data and anecdotes to identify whether the anticipated economic gains are coming to fruition and how the benefits could flow through to workers and shareholders. But looking at snapshots of data is not a useful exercise; there are many conflating factors to contend with, and nine months is simply not enough time to detect long-run economic changes.
Permanent Provisions

Using a neoclassical framework, as described above, the Tax Foundation has developed a General Equilibrium Model, called the Taxes and Growth model, to simulate the effects of tax policies on the economy and on government revenues and budgets.  

The model can produce both conventional and dynamic revenue estimates of tax policy. The model can also produce estimates of how policies impact measures of economic performance such as GDP, wages, and employment. The Taxes and Growth model can also produce estimates of how different tax policies impact the distribution of the federal tax burden on both a conventional and dynamic basis.

The Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth model estimates that the total effect of the new tax law will be a 1.7 percent larger economy, leading to 1.5 percent higher wages, a 4.8 percent larger capital stock, and 339,000 additional full-time equivalent jobs in the long run. We anticipate these benefits will occur because the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act improved major incentives in the economy, but it will take time for taxpayers to respond to those improved incentives, and for those responses to boost wages and economic growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Economic Impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in long-run GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in long-run capital stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in long-run wage rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in long-run full-time equivalent jobs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This increase in long-run economic growth is driven by the now lower corporate income tax rate, which decreased from 35 percent to 21 percent. Prior to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the United States’ high statutory corporate tax rate stood out among rates worldwide. Among countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the U.S. combined corporate income tax rate was the highest. Now, post-tax reform, the rate is close to average.

---


As discussed previously, the lower corporate income tax rate lowers the cost of capital, which encourages new investments in the United States. As additional investment grows the capital stock, the demand for more workers to work with the new capital will increase, leading to higher productivity, output, employment, and wages over time. This is not a process that happens overnight; companies will need to plan and then build new investments, workers will then use those new investments and become more productive, and over time this will bid up wages and increase output. Realistically, it will take years to fully assess the economic impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. And the changes won’t be as obvious as bonus checks or new projects with “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act” on the memo line. It is likely that workers will see slightly higher pay increases than they otherwise would have as productivity and the economy grow faster.

**Temporary Provisions**

However, the long-run impacts of the law are muted. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act used a Senate budget process known as reconciliation, which required that the law may not impact the deficit after the first ten years. As such, major portions of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act are set to phase out or expire. These temporary provisions frontload some of the anticipated economic growth, but because they expire, they do not contribute to the long-run impact of the new tax law. Ideally, Congress would work to make several of these provisions permanent to maximize economic growth.
100 Percent Bonus Depreciation

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act made significant progress in improving the cost recovery treatment of business investment by enacting 100 percent bonus depreciation. Under the U.S. tax code, businesses can generally deduct their ordinary business costs when figuring their income for tax purposes. However, this is not always the case for the costs of capital investments, such as when businesses purchase equipment, machinery, and buildings. Typically, when businesses incur these sorts of costs, they must deduct them over several years according to preset depreciation schedules instead of deducting them immediately in the year the investment occurs.\(^\text{13}\)

Delaying deductions means the present value of the write-offs (adjusted for inflation and the time value of money) is worth less than the original cost, sometimes worth much less. Delayed deductions increase the cost of making an investment, which results in less capital formation, lower productivity and wages, and less output.\(^\text{14}\)

The new 100 percent bonus depreciation provision allows businesses to immediately deduct the full cost of short-lived assets such as machinery and equipment, removing the tax code’s bias against these specific capital investments.

The provision is scheduled to be in effect for five years before it begins gradually phasing out at the end of 2022. Beginning in 2023, the provision would be reduced by 20 percentage points each year, for example, dropping to 80 percent in 2023, 60 percent in 2024, and so on until it expires entirely at the end of 2026.\(^\text{15}\)

The temporary nature of the provision will incentivize businesses to make their investments sooner, while they can deduct the full cost, rather than later, when they must take depreciation deductions over longer periods. Thus, the provision will pull some investments forward, leading to faster growth in earlier years that slows back down as the provision expires in later years.\(^\text{16}\)

On a permanent basis, 100 percent bonus depreciation would generate long-run economic growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. The Long-Run Impact of Making the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’s 100 Percent Bonus Depreciation Provision Permanent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Business Capital Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE Jobs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth Model, April 2018

---


\(^{14}\) Ibid.


The Taxes and Growth model estimates that making the 100 percent bonus depreciation provision in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act permanent would increase the size of the capital stock by 2.2 percent and long-run GDP by 0.9 percent; the larger economy would result in a 0.8 percent increase in wages and 172,300 full-time equivalent jobs.

**Individual Income Tax Provisions**

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act significantly lowered individual income tax rates and made aspects of the individual income tax code simpler primarily by reducing the attractiveness of itemizing deductions. However, these individual tax code provisions are all scheduled to expire at the end of 2025.

Some of the most prominent changes in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act are: the top income tax bracket rate went from 39.6 percent to 37 percent and the rates for other brackets were lowered too; the standard deduction was doubled; both the state and local tax deduction and the mortgage interest deduction were capped; the personal exemption was eliminated; and the child tax credit was doubled. The outcome of these changes has been to lower the tax rate on labor and to push filers towards choosing the standard deduction instead of itemizing, which means the process of tax filing will be much simpler.

For example, the Internal Revenue Service estimates the average time to complete an individual tax return will drop by 4 to 7 percent. Converting this to dollar terms, we estimate compliance savings could range from $3.1 billion to $5.4 billion annually.¹⁷

Though these tax cuts do not result in long-term economic growth because they expire, they do result in some short-term dynamic growth and revenue by increasing the incentives to work.

If the current iteration of Tax Cuts and Jobs Act goes unchanged and these parts of the bill are allowed to expire, then households will see higher tax rates and a more complicated filing system when they file their taxes in 2026. In response, individuals would reduce their labor force participation and hours worked; the temporary lowering in individual income taxes does not change long-run incentives, explaining why these temporary individual rate cuts do not add to the long-run size of the economy.

Making the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’s expiring individual tax code changes permanent would result in a larger economy in the long run by permanently increasing these incentives to work and invest.¹⁸

According to the Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth model, making these provisions permanent would have a small, positive impact on the economy during the 2019 to 2028 budget window. The growth impact of expansion is limited, due to the extension’s timing. The provisions are currently in effect through 2025, meaning that only three years of extension are being captured in the budget window.


¹⁸ The extension of the Section 199A pass-through deduction would be pro-growth, but arguably, reforms to the deduction’s structure would be more beneficial. For more information, see Scott Greenberg and Nicole Kaeding, “Reforming the Pass-Through Deduction,” Tax Foundation, June 21, 2018, https://taxfoundation.org/reforming-pass-through-deduction-199a.
The economic benefits from making these provisions permanent are found in the long run, as the impacts of tax reform take several years to be fully realized. In the long run, making all individual tax provisions permanent will lead to 2.2 percent higher long-run GDP, 0.9 percent higher wages, and 1.5 million more full-time equivalent jobs. However, it would reduce federal revenues by $166 billion annually.

### Table 3. The Long-Run Impact of Making the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act Individual Provisions Permanent

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-Run GDP</td>
<td>+2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>+0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>+1.5 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth Model, April 2018

**Section 199A Pass-Through Deduction**

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act created a deduction for households with income from pass-through businesses—companies such as partnerships, S corporations, and sole proprietorships, which are not subject to the corporate income tax.

The pass-through deduction allows taxpayers to exclude up to 20 percent of their pass-through business income from federal income tax. The deduction is subject to several limits, which are intended to prevent abuse. These limits are based on the economic sector of each business, the amount of business wages paid, and the original cost of business property. These limits only apply to upper-income taxpayers.

The design of the pass-through deduction leaves room for improvement. The rules for claiming the deduction are relatively complex and will arbitrarily favor certain economic activities over others. Meanwhile, it is unlikely that the current limits on the deduction will be sufficient to prevent abuse. Finally, several features of the provision's design will diminish its economic effect. The pass-through deduction, as currently written, will no longer be available to households beginning in 2026. The extension of the Section 199A pass-through deduction would be pro-growth, but arguably, reforms to the deduction's structure would be more beneficial.

**Growth Impacts during the Next Decade**

The Taxes and Growth Model is also able to model the combined impacts of these temporary and permanent provisions over the next decade. The Tax Foundation model projects that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act would boost the size of the economy over the next decade. In the first few years, the economic impact will be modest as companies begin to invest more, building the capital stock. In 2018, we project the economy to be 0.3 percent over baseline and by 2020, it will be 1.4 percent over baseline. By 2025, the economy will be 3 percent over baseline—its highest point over the next decade. In 2026, when the individual provisions expire, and 100 percent bonus depreciation has fully phased out, the size of the economy will stop growing in excess of baseline and begin to shrink.
By 2027, the size of the economy will be 2.8 percent larger than it otherwise would have been. On average, GDP will be about 2 percent above baseline between 2018 and 2027. By 2027, GDP will be $560 billion\textsuperscript{19} higher than it otherwise would have been. Additionally, by 2027, GDP will have increased by a cumulative $5.3 trillion over the budget window.

The Distributional Impact

The impact of the new law on after-tax incomes of families is just as important as the broader macroeconomic benefits, and in fact, they go hand in hand. Improved incentives to work and to invest are beneficial policies in terms of the size of the economy as well as the size of after-tax incomes. Analyzing the distributional impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on both a conventional basis and a dynamic basis to account for the growing economy helps provide a clearer picture of how the provisions affect household incomes over the next decade.

The effect of lower tax liabilities from the individual income tax cuts is immediate. On a conventional basis, for example, after-tax income of taxpayers in the middle-income quintile will be 1.6 percent higher in 2018.\textsuperscript{20} This is due to the immediate lowering of individual income tax liabilities. On the other hand, the increase in pretax income, due to the projected larger economy, takes time to

\textsuperscript{19} 2018 dollars

materialize. For this reason, in the first few years of the tax cuts, we project that dynamic increases in after-tax incomes are only modestly higher than on a conventional basis.

But by 2022, for example, more of the economic effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act will have phased in. As a result, we project that dynamic after-tax incomes would increase by 4.3 percent in 2022, compared to the 2.1 percent increase in after-tax income on a conventional basis.

FIGURE 4.

Change in After-Tax Income, All Taxpayers, All Provisions

By 2025, we project after-tax incomes to be meaningfully higher on a dynamic basis than on a conventional basis. In 2025, taxpayer after-tax income peaks at 4.6 percent above baseline for all taxpayers. At this point, we project that GDP will be at its highest point during the decade at about 3 percent over baseline. After-tax income for the bottom 80 percent of taxpayers (those in the bottom four quintiles) will increase by between 3.7 percent and 4.2 percent.
Even after the expiration of the individual income tax cuts in 2026 and 2027, after-tax income remains above pre-Tax Cuts and Jobs Act levels, when considering economic growth. In 2027, after the major individual provisions have expired, after-tax income for all taxpayers will be 2.7 percent higher than otherwise. This increase in after-tax income will be due entirely to higher pretax incomes, through economic growth. Tax liability will be slightly higher in 2027 due to the expiration of the individual income tax cuts and the adoption of Chained CPI as an inflation measure.

We project the economy will be about 2.8 percent larger than it otherwise would have been in the absence of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2027.

Overall, the after-tax incomes of taxpayers in most income groups will steadily rise over the next decade on a dynamic basis. Low-, middle-, and upper-middle-income taxpayers will see their after-tax income steadily rise over the decade until 2025. After most individual provisions expire, in both 2026 and 2027, after-tax incomes will still be higher than they otherwise would have been, on a dynamic basis.
Economic Evidence of the Success of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

As noted numerous times already, the economic impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act will take years to fully materialize. Therefore, it is difficult to point to any concrete evidence, as of yet, that an acceleration of economic growth is occurring. Similarly, short-term economic data is noisy; margins of error within the data make trend analysis difficult. Nor does a short-term snapshot indicate the direction of long-run economic trends.\(^{21}\)

Furthermore, the challenge to any economic analysis is separating out any economic changes occurring simultaneously. For example, since the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the Trump administration has accelerated the imposition of tariffs on imported goods from China and other countries. Erecting trade barriers could counteract the benefits of tax reform, muting any proposed growth.

The Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth Model can also estimate the impact of the tariffs proposed by the United States and its trading partners. If all the tariffs proposed by the U.S. and its trading partner were enacted, the jobs impact to the U.S. economy would outweigh that of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.\(^{22}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Total Impact of Enacted and Announced Tariffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-run GDP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GDP (Billions of 2018 $)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FTE Jobs</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth Model, April 2018

Thus, it is difficult to say with certainty if any economic results seen since the beginning of 2018 are due to tax reform.


Conclusion

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act improved incentives to work and to invest, which are the factors that drive economic growth. This is why we anticipate the new law to have a positive, long-run effect on the economy.

The Tax Foundation Taxes and Growth model estimates that the total effect of the new tax law will be a 1.7 percent larger economy, leading to 1.5 percent higher wages, a 4.8 percent larger capital stock, and 339,000 additional full-time equivalent jobs.

These are not changes that happen overnight, but changes that will take years to manifest. It is tempting to keep asking that question, “Are we there yet?” The new law improved the competitiveness of U.S. businesses and increased incentives to work and invest in the United States, but these changes do not occur instantaneously. Therefore, it is imperative that we maintain patience and wait for this legislative achievement to boost economic output and wages, and avoid needless speedbumps along the way such as tariffs.